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Academic Abstract 

In 2008, Germany was still the biggest single exporting nation in the world. But 
entrepreneurial globalization and a globalization strategy of a Small and Medium Sized 
Enterprise (SME) is more than just export. Some SMEs reach their limits in this process of an 
entrepreneurial globalization which needs activities steps beyond the previous 
internationalization of businesses. The main aspect of the paper is - on the basis of a theoretical 
approach adapted from practical examples - how SMEs can tap their full entrepreneurial 
globalization potential. 

Executive Summary 

The aim of the paper is to show on different examples how it is possible to develop from a 
former regional market leader to an actual world market leader. 30 world market leaders from 
different branches of the southern part of Germany have been chosen for this best practice 
oriented survey. The paper shows which possible globalization strategies can be used by SME 
and how to find out which strategy would fit best for a company. 
 

The methodology and scientific content evolved are based on structured interviews as 
well as on the descriptive method. Other findings are from a questionnaire. The results of the 
questionnaire represent the first findings from a bigger research among more than 10 000 SME. 
For this paper only the 27 questionnaires are used because the research just started in August 
2009. Final results of this research will be available in the middle of 2010.  

Introduction 

Globalization as scientific term is undifferentiated used and in the same time a context-
linked catchword (Löffler, 2000). Because of a continuous liberalization of worldwide trade - 
even within the slow down of the negotiations of the Doha Development Round and the actual 
global financial crises - the global competition will increase. That means that also SMEs with 
regional or national orientation have to face an increasing number of potential foreign 
competitors in their home markets. 
 

The continuous processes of economical globalization comprise several chances for small 
and medium sized enterprises (SME) but also some risks. Chances exist in the abilities to export 
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and the continuous market entries in to new markets and the final globalization of business. The 
economic ability of taking strategic or operational advantage for a company out of the arising 
chances offered by globalization becomes more important for the present and future success. 
Especially the entrepreneurial globalization strategy that is developed, adopted and adjusted 
specifically for the companies´ needs is essential. 
 

The paper shows how companies can develop and implement a globalization strategy for 
their entrepreneurial globalization. Following this, the current globalization strategies of 
enterprises will be introduced and pointed out by examples of successful globalized SMEs and 
some big German companies. For this purpose structured interviews with 30 SMEs of the 
southern part of Germany, which are already market or world market leaders, were done. The 
empirical findings of the survey are used to develop the theoretical background. 

Entrepreneurial Globalization Strategy 

The globalization of business activities is not a new development in the framework of 
economic acting. Therefore entrepreneurial globalization found its reference in the economic 
literature (Kumar & Haussmann, 1992). There are differences between the definition and the 
dimensions mentioned beneath globalization and globalization strategy (Welge & Holtbrügge, 
2001). 
 

First of all, it is necessary to differentiate between entrepreneurial internationalization and 
entrepreneurial globalization. Entrepreneurial internationalization or the internationalization of 
businesses is already reached if the enterprise supplies markets in two or more countries. So it is 
possible to speak of internationalization when a company becomes active on a foreign market for 
the first time (Peng, 2009). With that, even for example exports to Austria and to Switzerland by 
German firms or exports to Mexico and to Canada by US-American are included in this 
definition of internationalization.  
 

Even more, the entrepreneurial globalization is the economical process of enlargement the 
existing international activities to a global extend (Bamberger & Wrona, 2002). Thus, 
globalization is the “generic term for all forms of international economical activities” (Krystek & 
Zur, 2002, p. 6). 
 

Concerning the term globalization strategy – similar to the term globalization - there is no 
general definition and a wide range of dimensions. Out of management perspective globalization 
strategy is to understand as the strategic development and the following operational planning and 
the successful implementation of the global entrepreneurial economical activities (Becker, 2001). 

Analysis of the Entrepreneurial Globalization Potential 

German SMEs – for example - are facing more and more global competition in their 
international captured markets and in their national or regional markets. SMEs have to face new 
competitors and at the same time they have to develop strategies for abroad respectively to focus 
on the enlargement of their foreign activities going further than the classical export activities. In 
the research we found out that most of the SME get internationalized because of the exploitation 
of new markets for distribution and purchasing. 



 
For SMEs and its processes of entrepreneurial globalization it seems necessary to check 

as well the classical (procurement, production and sales) as the enlarged economical areas 
(human resources, finance and so on) for non-utilised globalization potential. With a positive 
benchmark of their potential SMEs develop and implement comprehensive globalization 
strategies to accomplish these challenges. For being successful in globalization a strategy is 
needed which is adjusted on the current company (adaptation). Based on this and according to the 
framework of an operationalized globalization strategy there should be a continuous inspection 
with latent top-down/bottom-up planning process taking place.  
 

Thus, for SMEs having only very limited international activities so far the basic analysis 
of their own globalization potential is the first and at the same time one of the most important 
steps for entrepreneurial globalization. Not only for global non-active SMEs is the development 
and implementation of a globalization strategy of importance (Ghemawat, 2007). A refreshing 
analysis of the own actual or passed strategy is also helpful for internationalized SMEs, as a basis 
for further activities in the process of entrepreneurial globalization.  
 

Of particular importance are already executed international economic activities and the 
experiences the SME can derive from these. If the SME has already problems with its current 
degree of internationalization, the possibility of failure of the adjustment or enlargement to the 
point of global activities increases as a result of non-solved problems. 
 

It is useful for an entrepreneur to check critically the companies´ international activities 
before the “going global” in order to analyse the possible strengths and to eliminate the 
weaknesses. Besides the structural analysis that follows the five-forces model also the SWOT-
analysis as a strategic instrument to check the globalization potential can be used. Thereby, in the 
framework of the internal inspection the strengths and weaknesses - and in the external view - the 
opportunities and threats get analysed and valued (Porter, 1989). 
 

A wrong decision respectively the overestimation of the company’s internal resources and 
qualifications in the course of globalization can lead to a misinvestment (Tilly & Welfens, 2000). 
The company will be financially burdened in this case. This can lead to - for example with the 
decision in the framework of the so-called “off-shoring” - back sourcing of the added value 
process into the particular descending country with loss of the investment. In the worst case the 
global competitor will also be strengthened by a withdrawal from the foreign market. 
Continuously, current examples are found in the economical press (for example the withdrawal of 
a German do-it-yourself store from China and the sale to the market leader). The analysis of the 
globalization potential of the particular SME results from the inspection of the following central 
analysis: 
 
• The globalization potential develops generally out of the SMEs willingness to adjust and to 

adapt to the global conditions (law, culture, administration) and worldwide 
(political/economical) situations. The central challenge thereby is the motivation and support 
of the associates and employees for the “going global”. The willingness to adjust needs a 
gradual development and has to be worked out systematically within the SME especially at 
the beginning of the process of entrepreneurial globalization (for example, the transparent 



internal communication concerning the planned foreign and the new global activities in the 
framework of an associate gathering). 
 

• There is a direct relation between the possibility of entrepreneurial globalization and the 
organizational structure and the human resources of the SME. To that belong as well the 
general organizational and structural capacities of the SME as the necessary increased 
qualification of the employees (for example: administrators for export/import, language 
courses, intercultural training, global mindset and globalization competencies etc.) and 
especially the willingness of the management to take additional costs for further internal and 
external investments (for additional foreign subsidiaries: shortage of the resource “time” as a 
result of, for example, the executive’s absence for several weeks). 
 

• The question of financing the planned foreign and global investments is also a central 
criterion for the decision whether there is a positive or negative potential of globalization of a 
SME. An increased leverage in the framework of a changed quantitative and qualitative 
orientated credit rating for the SME (Basel II) complicates the financing of globalization 
activities even more. In general, several federal states and state-owned banks offer loans for 
external financing of the globalization efforts. Depending of the form of the company, in the 
framework of self financing the stock of the company can be increased by a new distribution 
of shares or by deposits of the partners. 
 

• So, the competence and ability for entrepreneurial globalization refers to the particular 
resources, the aims of the company, the business segment and the position of the SME in the 
competition (using for example the five-forces model, SWOT analysis and the portfolio 
analysis). 

 
FIGURE 1  

Relevant sections for entrepreneurial globalization (Own figure) 

 
 

To summarize it, within the survey four central internal sections were discovered in which 
the entrepreneur has to develop detailed clearness about: 1) general management capacities 2) 
number and qualification of the employees 3) organizational structure and 4) finance (see fig. 1). 
This theoretical analysis fits with the results of the empirical survey. Four fields were mentioned 
by most of the interview partners as important for the development of a globalization strategy as 
basis for their successful entrepreneurial globalization. In all of the four sections the central 
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question of preparation of the development of a globalization strategy of the SME has to be 
answered: “Are we as a company really ready for a “going global”? 

Development of Globalization Strategies 

Enterprise specific life circle 

The next step after a positive decision for a “going global” is the strategic development 
and the operational implementation. While big enterprises for example from the German 
automotive industry already dispose of a tradition of globalization and with that of adequate 
resources for the corporate global evolution (Grube, 2003) to reach a global level SMEs are 
missing consistent globalization strategies. Already at the beginning of global activities and in 
particular during the development of an explicit globalization strategy there are deficits in SMEs 
(EU, 2004). This keeps independent from the level of strategy, may it be the corporate strategy or 
the following strategies for business areas and functional areas. Apart from the difficulties like 
for example the correct estimation of the market volume and the market potential the choice of 
partners abroad or the lack of globalization know-how (knowledge about the country, laws, 
language, culture, etc.) are special management challenges which can cause difficulties for SMEs 
in the process of entrepreneurial globalization (Göker, 2000). Thus, the focus of the management 
is more on marketing activities respectively questions of technology (quality, technological 
transfers) than on strategic adjustment. The entrepreneur’s personality plays an important role 
during the globalization of the enterprise (Nahrendorf, 2008).  
 

FIGURE 2 
Ideal type of way of a globalization strategy (Own figure) 
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The research shows that 27 of the 30 interviewed companies would not exist anymore if 
they wouldn’t have had an explicit or implicit strategy for their entrepreneurial globalization. The 
vision of the founders was therefore an important issue. The vision includes in the main cases a 
global view which reduces the notional entry-barriers. 
 

For the analysis of the above mentioned deficit of strategic adjustment for example an 
ideal type of action-phase model with counter current processes can be used, which has to be 
adapted to the specific SME and the company specific situation of the founders and managers 
(see fig. 2). 
 

In the beginning of each and every corporate activity (1) stands the vision of the 
founder(s) and the current manager. An analysis (2) of the corporate starting point and the 
resulting aspects is accompanied by an environmental analysis (3), leading with the next steps to 
the strategy and the choice of strategy (4). The following process of working out a globalization 
strategy has to be integrated into the already existing corporate strategy. 
 

After that, related to the expansion of the business a general strategy (5) (for example 
timing strategy) gets verbalized and worked out in detail (for example strategy for market 
cultivation respectively market entry). The next step is the implementation of the strategy (6), 
which is reflected in the embodiment of internal organization (e.g. the designation of a 
responsible for the globalization), implementation of the strategies and the action programs. This 
leads finally to the desired entrepreneurial globalization according to the developed definition (7). 
The next step is the permanent control (8) (variance analysis) of the executed global activities. By 
means of that, frictional losses can be discovered and optimization potentials of and so called 
synergy potentials can be made available. The new insights lead to a handling (9) of the given 
and with that to a revised and enlarged globalization strategy. This strategy can lead, under 
certain circumstances, to a withdrawal from already edited markets or to a completely new 
adjustment. Finally, however SMEs can reach the entrepreneurial globalization (10). 
 

An entrepreneurial globalization of a SME is obligatory. Not taking part would mean 
stagnation respectively a step back for the enterprise especially with respect to the increasing 
foreign competition on the traditional company specific market. In this context we can speak of 
the so called push- and pull-factors. While push-factors focus on the limits of the home market, 
the pull-factors focus on the customer who for example demands from the SME to follow him to 
different foreign markets (Bell, 2008). The SME has in this regard almost no other choice than to 
follow its main customer into the “new world” (that happened to several German SMEs 
especially in the automotive branch respectively the automotive supplying industry). The 
interviews show that in most cases the companies are going global, because of the requirements 
of their costumers. The pull-factor of an international or global demand seemed to be one of the 
most important factors for an entrepreneurial globalization (Yeung, 2005). 
 

Business sections in the framework of a globalization strategy 

For the adaptation and specific deepening in the framework of globalization of enterprises 
and the enterprise specific products there are yet even more strategic instruments (Porter, 1989) 
depending on the size of advantages of the globalization and on how far local adjustments are 



necessary. Four ideal types of globalization strategies can be specified (fig. 3). With the help of 
portfolios the adjustment of a globalization strategy can be summarized. This includes advantages 
or a global product strategy starting from a global (a) over a trans- (b) and an international (c) to a 
multinational (d) strategy. At the same time the portfolio provides an overview of standardization 
respectively differentiation advantages in the framework of the chosen globalization strategy.  
 

 
FIGURE 3 

Advantages and disadvantages of globalization strategies (following Löffler, 2000) 

 
 

In the framework of the global strategy several small and country specific adjustments 
have to be taken (Ghemawat, 2007). The market is considered to be standardised and mostly 
homogeneous. With - in this case - products that are standardised worldwide (global brand) 
advantages of costs and prices for big sales volumes can be achieved (Backhaus & Büschken & 
Voeth, 2003). In connection with the global strategy entrepreneurial decisions become centralised 
(Schneider, 2004). The management has to establish in this respect an integrating overview and 
to observe the sum of the success in all the countries/markets as one (geocentric culture). The 
result is, that the single maximization of the success of each and every country/market has to be 
achieved (acceptance of sub optimization for certain parts in favour of the common optimum). 
 

Within the transnational strategy standardization advantages (economies of 
scale/economies of scope) are used as well as national differences.  In this way, advantages of 
economies of scale through standardization of processes and advantages of networks for example 
with the simultaneous usage of brand names can be generated. Regional centres of added value 
have to be linked in the framework of this transnational strategy and have to be adjusted in a way 
that denotes a synergetic culture.  With the realization of arbitrage effects (different costs for 
factors or productivity in the different countries) this strategy can be used as well for national 
differences (Ghemawat, 2007).  
 

Concerning the international strategy little advantages are gained by global 
standardization and local differentiation. The advantages could be acquired deeply and used by 
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revising of the strategy.  The binding to the home market is still very distinct. A few countries are 
handled via export. Chances on foreign markets get used partially with the appearance of 
occasional opportunities (for example the order of a client from abroad). Preferred are countries 
which have similarities to the home market. The international strategy is linked in literature with 
the ethnocentric culture. The potentially existing foreign plants are marked by the visions and 
decisions of the holding company. 
 
 In the framework of the multinational strategy the enterprise adapts itself to the 
specialities of the current foreign market. The products are aligned specifically to the countries as 
well. The organizational structures are strongly adjusted to the specific countries and every 
strategy is being specified and adapted to each country. Cultural differences within single 
subsidiaries are accepted and as a result of that decisions are made decentred (polycentric 
culture). That means for the executive that a build-up of a complete organization for a country is 
linked to a relatively high autonomy of the subsidiaries and, coming with this, only little meaning 
of the headquarters in comparison to a global strategy. That tends to result as higher entry barriers 
for other following suppliers (Welge & Holtbrügge, 2001). 
 

For the management, not only in the headquarters but on site as well, this results in an 
amount of sensitivity and flexibility regarding market developments by using slots for local 
suppliers. Especially the deliberate usage of limited action enables SMEs to develop lucrative 
slots. It is an ideal starting point for SMEs on the way into globalization and leads normally from 
a local to a multinational and even to global business. The starting point is a definition of a 
market strategy in the framework of enlarged internationalization strategy. A next step can be the 
development of regional concepts (transnational strategy) to a possible global strategy, finally 
(Kutschker & Schmid, 2005). 
 

The here mentioned globalization strategies point out how single SMEs could act ideal 
typically in the environment of the already global competition. In practice mixed strategies are 
used primarily. Non of the four mentioned ideal typical strategies is followed exclusively. 
Intersections result from an adaptation to the particular reality of the company. 

Ability of globalization of a product 

A further central step on the way into globalization is the examination of the product with 
respect to its ability of worldwide distribution or sale. For the examination of the ability of 
globalization an appropriate classification of the markets in which the product should be launched 
are useful. The more precise the classification is the more precise the factors of influence will be 
visible - like for example governmental regulation, sociocultural and local peculiarities such as 
taboos. An alignment onto the target group brings competitive advantages during the upcoming 
globalization. As a conceptual method one of the three-dimensional approaches is suitable to 
classify the business areas and for the successful globalization of products: 
 
• A first dimension for the classification of business areas are the challenges which are to be 

fulfilled in the different client sections (consumer functions). 
 
• A further approach is formed by the client sections which map the heterogeneity of the 

demand. The criteria for that have to be chosen in such a way that the conclusions regarding 



to buying behaviour, buying criteria, marketing and sales efforts, own strengths and 
weaknesses can be drawn. 

 
• As a third dimension for the classification of single deals, the method respectively technology 

of the underlying duty is suitable. 

Examples of Globalization Strategies 

Naturally, a general answer on the question of the “right” globalization strategy can not be 
given (Schmidt, 2004) but the following examples of different companies show successful ways 
and instruments (see fig. 4). 
 

FIGURE 4 
Procedures and instruments of globalization (following Gutmann & Kabst, 2000) 

 

Globalization of export: a trading firm as a partner 

A possibility for a faster globalization of SMEs in the framework of increasing export 
consists in the cooperation with a trading firm. Normally, the core competence of a trading firm 
is to notice chances for business independently of the industrial branch to find suitable 
technologies, products or partners and to build up new business models (Kutschker & Schmidt, 
2005). Especially for the market entry in Japan or Asia the partnership with a trading firm is a 
very effective option. SMEs without extensive contacts and measures benefit from the existing 
networks and strategies. 
 

The research shows, that export is the most common strategy for SMEs 
internationalization. 83% of the asked SME say that export is of importance for their 
internationalization. But also the export with a trading firm as partner is of importance for the 
asked companies. In this research 61% mentioned that this is of importance for their 
internationalization. 
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Global chain of economic value added through licensing 

Another component is pointed out by the following example of one of the world’s biggest 
producers of footballs. This enterprise doesn’t only produce footballs in the Pakistani city of 
Sialkot the so called “world’s capital of football” but also in the Thai industrial area of Sarirasha. 
There the Japanese license-taker of the German enterprise produced the footballs which were 
used for the World Cup 2006 in a global chain of economic value added. Even though only ten 
percent of the production capacity of the factory is used by this order the German standards 
concerning lean-management or even social and environmental standards could be implemented 
successfully and the high product quality standards could be fulfilled. 
 

This example shows not only a way into the globalization on the basis of the licences 
strategy but underlines also the possibility of a connection of worldwide desirable standards. 
For SME licensing seems not just an important strategy. Just 25% of the asked SME say that this 
is of importance for the companies’ internationalization. 

Global forms of partnership: franchise/joint venture 

Out of the different forms of partnerships the most relevant and interesting ones in the 
framework of a globalization of SMEs are besides the already mentioned trading firm especially 
franchise and joint venture (Peng, 2009). In this context, of many factors which are important for 
a successful partnership the following ones are seen as causal for the success respectively failure:  
 
• The ability of the partners to agree to common aims  
• The philosophy of the partners and the partnership (common values)  
• The coordination between the partners in the partnership  
• Performance and potential of the partnership  
• Franchise-/partnership contracts  
• Mutual trust and mutual commitments  
• Style of leadership/management in the partnership  
• Meaning of the planning  
• Handling of special necessities/problems  
• Coordination of business processes 

 
To build up a successful global partnership the following steps have to be kept in mind 

and be defined in the framework of the partnership: 
 
• Expected economic value added in the foreign market 
• Wanted amendments/mutual amplification of interests 
• Organizational and financial resources of the partner 
• Degree of the wanted control concerning own strategic resources 
• Limits of tolerance for accepted risks with respect to time aspects 
• Strategic meaning of the market at the partner’s location  

 



Only when for all these points a clear answer can be given a partnership respectively in 
the case of franchise partnerships is on the way into global presence reasonable and has good 
perspectives to be economically successful. 
 

How difficult but nevertheless successful such a globalization strategy can be is shown by 
an example on the market of luxury goods and in particular the jewellery branch. A SME from 
southern Germany made it with the above mentioned criteria in the framework of a franchise-
based concept within ten years to become a “hidden champion” (Simon, 1996) and with that to 
the world market leader. The current expansion rates are lying in the high double digit section. 
The basis for this enormous success is the (inevitable) diligence selecting their franchise-partners. 
The management of the SME sees “common ideals” as the crucial criterion for a well-working 
franchise-partnership. Besides, the global chain of economic value added - the so called 
glocalised sales strategy - the “individualised mass production” and the high world wide product 
acceptance are playing an important role. 
 

The first results of the research show that franchising is not of importance for German 
SME in this sample. By contrast, Joint venture is an important strategy for 36% of the asked 
SME. 

Globalization of brands 

Another promising approach to take the leading position in global markets is a 
sophisticated market and product policy (Subhash, 2003). The so-called global-branding-
approach contains a product development on the level between local differentiation and global 
standardization.  
 

Again, an example can be given by a world market leader from southern Germany: The 
SME became the undisputed market leader for systems technology (electricity supply) within the 
last ten years. Product and brand are not seen as one but conceptually as parts consisting of a 
functional product part and a market part. The followed strategy focuses on the grown brand 
which is being held “à jour” by continuous innovation, new production techniques and newly 
developed products. Local needs are not overlied by the global brand of the SME but acquired 
and satisfied locally. 
 

In the meantime, additional non-calculable synergy effects have evolved regarding this 
globalization strategy. Newly developed products having arisen from regional client needs have 
been adjusted to other markets and have become bestsellers on these regional markets improving 
at the same time the position of the enterprise on the world market. In this case, the current 
growth rates are in the high double-digit almost triple-digit area as well. The ten offices in the 
world are spread strategically over the continents in such a way that one can speak of global 
market penetration. As an “add-on”, and for a continuous usage of these effects regular company 
meetings are usually taking place on the particular sites spread all over the world. Apart from the 
“global-branding” the enterprise is also an exemplar for the “glocalization of factors of success” 
(Perlitz, 2004). 



Globalization of factors of success 

A further strategy as the result of a combination of theoretical thoughts and a successful 
application in praxis is the alignment to the three following factors of success: 
 
• Regular collaboration with the clients to evolve the own products 
• Coevally world wide and locally organized customer service with clear concept standard for 

the respective regional companies (so-called glocalization) 
• Build-up of the own enterprise by organized growth and reorientation of the enterprise with 

every new key innovation 
 

In practice, a German software house has accomplished these factors successfully and 
labels them as 1. trusted innovator, 2. globalization and 3. Best-run-organization.  
More than half of the interviewed firms were able to assign their national factors of success on 
the international and global level. These factors were in most cases the ability for innovation, a 
focus on the customers needs coupled with market-monitoring, a flexible reaction on new 
external developments and the usage of the local innovation for their globalization and vice versa. 
 

Global customer oriented product solution 

The especially given flexibility for SMEs to react rapidly and goal-oriented to demands of 
the customers respectively to problems, can be defined as a strategy for customer oriented 
solutions (Silvius, 2004). 
 

Like this for example, a German middle-sized company that produces machines as well as 
system solutions for production and testing steps for the manufacturing of micro-electric 
components recognized that the actual market in principle is partially divided world wide. 
According to the belief of the management a bigger share of the market can only be reached by a 
better product solution in comparison to their competitors. This aim should be reached by quality, 
innovation and productivity. 
 

The management formulates constructive to these vision five global goals for the 
company (mission, compare to fig. 6): 
 
• World wide satisfaction of the clients 
• Enlargement of the world wide market presence 
• Continuous product improvement 
• Constant improvement of the system  
• Optimal cost/performance ratio 

 
The alignment to these world wide goals led to an annual increase in turnover in the 

dimension of 15% to 30%. This outstanding growth was realized in particular with deeper and 
constant worldwide customer proximity. 



Global values of enterprises 

Another globalization strategy is based on theoretical approaches to innovation and 
continuity. A successful German engineering company, which was interviewed for this research, 
defines innovation as salable idea which can be implemented very fast. Referring to 
globalization, the proximity to customers is a necessary condition for the trust into the own brand 
and to signalize continuance to the customer. Continuance as a willingness for continuous change 
contains in this enterprise also to be always the ideal and to convey values. For this company that 
has developed out of a big middle-sized company the existence of these three factors (trust into 
the brand, signalizing continuance to the customer and the willingness to continuous change) lead 
to world wide success (Leibinger, 2005). 
 
 

Enterprise Specific Implementation 

 
The market entry and the following continuous globalization can be systematized with an 

increasing degree of foreign business, for example into different levels like export, franchising, 
licensing, direct investments (see fig. 4). For the company’s further and deeper entrepreneurial 
globalization additional aspects have to be recognized (Hentze & Kammel, 2000): 
 
• Acquisition-oriented reasons:  Development and preservation   

 of resources 
• Product-oriented reasons: Basically advantages of   

 rationalization and  costs 
• Sales-oriented reasons:  Development and preservation  

 of foreign markets including situation specific 
competition strategies 

• Environmentally oriented reasons: Usage of country specific  
 frameworks in a cultural,  
 technological, legal or  
 economical way 

• Factor specific reasons: Development of new resources  
in the sections of research, development and staff 
 

Generally, it should be stated that the examples and instruments mentioned here as a basis 
for globalization of SME have to be adjusted carefully with respect to the company‘s specific 
situation. As decision guideline table in the sense of benefit analysis (see fig. 5) can be helpful. 
  

Depending on the SME, company specific descriptions and attributes of quality with 
already done globalization-analysis’ (see figs. 1 to 4) can be set into relation with the SMEs 
specific areas of function. The relevance for the globalization reflects thereby the subjective 
rating of the particular management. 
 

The entrepreneur decides by himself via weighting (all functional areas = 100%) about the 
meaning and expected effort (for example: high=6, middle=3, low=1) of the particular central 



factors in the framework of its globalization (management, organization, costs). In the end from 
the multiplication of the weighting and estimation of the effort it becomes the numerical sum of 
the values. Derived from that an executed descriptive company specific self-estimation and 
ensuring the steps to operationalized in the framework of further globalization of the particular 
SME (see fig. 5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 5 
 Table of examples- decision guidance for activities of globalization 
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Conclusion 

The process of economic globalization has to be seen as a fact. In the beginning of this 
article the thesis of the necessary optimization of global entrepreneurial activities of SME was 
postulated. For SMEs it is necessary to work out an adequate globalization strategy. Also if in the 
beginning the SME doesn’t seem to be affected by the process of globalization. In the framework 
of globalization strategies, different variations and instruments which are already implemented 
successfully by different companies have been shown in this article. 
 

According to already existing experiences, the adoption of these strategies for SME with 
particular company specific adjustments is a passable way. Yet if these adjustments are not 
implemented especially in the areas of employees, organizational structure, finance, management, 
product quality, innovation and demands of the market the entrepreneurial globalization of the 
SME will fail. 
 



It should be the goal to see entrepreneurial globalization as a chance to find the right 
position on the world market - even for SMEs. The shown strategies and instruments can give a 
first overview. A combination of these shown strategies increase the possibilities of success 
during the “going global”, while the beginning, respectively the choice of the starting point of the 
own globalization (see fig. 6) and the latent dynamical interdependent process have to be defined 
for each and every SME. 
 

The analysis instruments described in this article have been integrated in the following 
figure. The different areas of entrepreneurial globalization Potential (see fig. 1), Phase (fig. 2), 
Portfolio (fig. 3) and Procedure (fig. 4). They should have been worked out before the 
combination and necessary conditions for the shown processes of progress in the framework of 
entrepreneurial globalization. For all four areas, the essential questions regarding to a future 
globalization strategy and the following globalization of the enterprise should be clarified: 
 

FIGURE 6 
 The 4-P-modell: Process of combination and adjustment via different instruments (Own figure) 

 
 

• Which globalization potential

• In which 

 do we really have regarding to financing, management, 
organization and associates? 

phase
• Using which business segment strategy in the framework of 

 of globalization are we now? 
globalization portfolio

• By means of which operational convertible and for us most suitable procedure 
(form/instrument) of globalization (licensing, franchising, joint venture, M&A, etc.) do we 
want to implement our globalization strategy? 

 do we 
want to become active? 

 
For a constructive first estimation of efforts for the globalization of the SME in the 

particular areas as above mentioned decision guidance (table 1) can be accomplished. For a 
successful entrepreneurial globalization these four functional or factor oriented areas have to be 
seriously proved. If the gap between the expectation/visions and the entrepreneurial reality is too 
big, the process of entrepreneurial globalization might fail.  
 

Vision  
& 

Mission 

Potential 
 

Continuous examination of the 
globalization potential  

Procedure 
Adjustment to the chosen company 

specific form of globalization  

Portfolio 
Examination and Adjustment of the 
business area in the globalization/ 

internationalization portfolio  

Phase 
Actualisation of the phase model of 

globalization 



Further success indicators beyond the described ones to be figured out in the areas quality, 
production, staff and environment. The standards in these areas achieved in the home country are 
already an advantage on the way to a globally successful SME. They serve a regulated 
competition as well as the protection of consumers and producers (Beschorner, 2002). These 
aspects can be standardized world wide. Additional advantages of time, technique and product 
quality in combination with ecology and fair working conditions increase the sales and at the 
same time increase the reputation of the then globalized SME. 
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